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Career Preparation  

 
Syllabus | Autumn Semester 2020 

ENG 2150 | 3 Credits 

 

 

About the Course  
This course is designed for students of all majors interested in 

exploring and preparing for internships and post-graduation career 

options through a wellness-focused lens. We’ll engage in the Values 

in Action Inventory of Strengths (VIA-IS) (developed by Positive 

Psychology researcher Dr. Martin Seligman) and reflect on 

preferences when considering complementary job activities and 

careers. We also will examine specific work environments (e.g., 

corporations and non-profits); the value of attending graduate or 

professional school; and the role that internships, undergraduate 

research and networking play in career development and 

advancement. In addition, we will look at how to organize and 

manage an internship/job search; how to put together strong 

resumes, cover letters and portfolios; and how to interview well over 

the phone, virtually, and in person. The class incorporates 

journaling, possibility mapping, and work-life balance discussions, 

including readings and activities from Stanford’s Designing Your 

Life authors and professors Dave Evans and Bill Burnett, who 

advocate for work-life balance. 

 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of this course, students should successfully be able to: 

 

• Identify appropriate professional opportunities  

• Create effective job-application materials 

• Engage in networking opportunities 

• Interview for internships or full-time positions   

 

How This Course Works 

 

Mode of delivery: This course is 100% online. There are no required 

sessions when you must be logged in to Carmen at a scheduled time. 
 

Pace of online activities: This course is divided into weekly modules 

that are released one week ahead of time. Students are expected to 

keep pace with weekly deadlines but may schedule their efforts freely 

within that time frame. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

100% Online  

 

──── 

 

Jenny Patton 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of English 
 

Patton.220@osu.edu 

 

 

──── 

 

Office Hours 

 
Tuesdays on Zoom 

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.  

and by appointment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Patton.220@osu.edu
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How This Course Works (cont’d) 

 
Credit hours and work expectations: This is a 3-credit-hour 

course. According to Ohio State policy, students should expect 

around 3 hours per week of time spent on direct instruction 

(instructor content and Carmen activities, for example) in addition to 

6 hours of homework (reading and assignment preparation, for 

example) to receive a grade of (C) average. 

 

Attendance and participation requirements: Because this is an 

online course, your attendance is based on your online activity and 

participation. The following is a summary of everyone's expected 

participation: 

 

Participating in online activities for attendance: AT LEAST 

ONCE PER WEEK 

 

• You are expected to log in to the course in Carmen every 

week. (During most weeks you will probably log in many 

times.) If you have a situation that might cause you to miss an 

entire week of class, discuss it with me as soon as possible.  

• Office hours and live sessions: OPTIONAL 

Other than the Mock Interview (see information below), all 

live, scheduled events for the course, including my office 

hours, are optional.  

• Participating in discussion forums: 2+ TIMES PER WEEK 

As part of your participation, each week you can expect to 

post at least twice as part of our substantive class discussion 

on the week's topics. 

• Mock Interview: REQUIRED 

You will sign up for a live, synchronous one-hour video 

conference with an interviewer at a time that works for your 

schedule during the last week of class. 

Texts & Materials  

• Required course readings, videos and other materials will be 

posted on Carmen (carmen.osu.edu).  

 

Academic Advising & Student Services 
 
For an overview of and contact information for the student academic 

services offered on the OSU Columbus campus, visit 

http://advising.osu.edu/welcome.shtml. For an overview of and 

contact information for student services offered on the OSU’s 

Columbus campus, visit http://ssc.osu.edu.  

 

 
 

About Your 

Professor 

──── 

Jenny Patton has worked as an 

editorial intern and marketing 

intern as well as a reporter, 

copywriter, technical writer, 

freelance writer, and editor. She 

teaches professional writing and 

capstone internship courses as 

well as career-preparation and 

second-level writing classes, 

applying a holistic approach to 

support students by 

incorporating her background as 

a Mayo Clinic-certified wellness 

coach and yoga-writing 

workshop instructor. She has 

received the Award for 

Outstanding Faculty Program 

for Enhancing Student 

Wellness, the English 

Undergraduate Organization 

(EUGO) Associated Faculty 

Member of the Year Award, and 

the President and Provost’s 

Award for Distinguished 

Teaching by a Lecturer. 

Her stories, essays, and articles 

have been published in Brevity, 

River Teeth online, 

Kaleidoscope, Writer’s Digest, 

Natural Awakenings, Pasadena 

Star-News, Prism Review, 751 

Magazine, and Ohio Writer 

among other places. Her work 

has been nominated for a 

Pushcart Prize and cited as 

Notable in Best American 

Essays 2016. Additionally, she 

won an Ohio Arts Council 

Individual Excellence Award, 

was a scholarship winner at 

New York Summer Writers 

Institute, and served as a Peter 

Taylor Nonfiction Fellow at         

Kenyon Review                 

Writers Workshop.  

 

http://go.osu.edu/credithours
http://advising.osu.edu/welcome.shtml
http://ssc.osu.edu/
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Course Technology  
 

For help with your password, university email, Carmen or any other 

technology issues, questions or requests, contact the Ohio State IT 

Service Desk. Standard support hours are available at 

ocio.osu.edu/help/hours, and support for urgent issues is available 

24/7. 

• Self-Service and Chat support: ocio.osu.edu/help 

• Phone: 614-688-4357(HELP) 

• Email: servicedesk@osu.edu 

• TDD: 614-688-8743 

 

Baseline Technical Skills for Online Courses 

• Basic computer and web-browsing skills 

• Navigating Carmen: for questions about specific 

functionality, see the Canvas Student Guide. 

 

Required Technology Skills Specific to This Course 

• CarmenZoom virtual meetings 

• Record and upload video on Carmen 

 

Equipment 

It’s preferable for students to have these items: 

• Computer: Mac (OS X) or PC (Windows 7+) with high-speed 

internet connection  

• Webcam: built-in or external webcam that is fully installed 

and tested 

• Microphone: built-in laptop or tablet mic or external 

microphone 

• Other: a mobile device (smartphone or tablet) or landline to 

use for BuckeyePass authentication 

However, students can successfully complete the class using a tablet 

and/or mobile device. Feel free to contact me to discuss your 

technology situation/needs. 

 

Software 

• Microsoft Office 365: All Ohio State students are now eligible 

for free Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus through Microsoft’s 

Student Advantage program. Full instructions for downloading 

and installation can be found at go.osu.edu/office365help. 

 

Carmen Access 

You will need to use BuckeyePass multi-factor authentication to 

access your courses in Carmen. To ensure that you are able to 

connect to Carmen at all times, it is recommended that you take the 

following steps: 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Success is liking 

yourself, liking what 

you do and liking how 

you do it.”  

– Maya Angelou, Author 

and Civil Rights Activist                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ocio.osu.edu/help/hours
http://ocio.osu.edu/help
mailto:8help@osu.edu
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10701
https://go.osu.edu/Bqdx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiF9xajZm_4
https://ocio.osu.edu/blog/community/2015/08/18/free-microsoft-office-for-ohio-state-students
http://go.osu.edu/office365help
https://buckeyepass.osu.edu/
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Carmen Access (cont’d) 

 

• Register multiple devices in case something happens to your 

primary device. Visit the BuckeyePass - Adding a Device 

help article for step-by-step instructions.  

• Request passcodes to keep as a backup authentication option. 

When you see the Duo login screen on your computer, click 

Enter a Passcode and then click the Text me new codes 

button that appears. This will text you ten passcodes good for 

365 days that can each be used once. 

• Download the Duo Mobile application to all of your 

registered devices for the ability to generate one-time codes in 

the event that you lose cell, data, or Wi-Fi service. 

 
If none of these options will meet the needs of your situation, you can 

contact the IT Service Desk at 614-688-4357 (HELP) and IT support 

staff will work out a solution with you. 

 

Accessibility of Course Technology 
 

This online course requires use of Carmen (Ohio State's learning 

management system) and other online communication and 

multimedia tools. If you need additional services to use these 

technologies, please request accommodations with your instructor.  

• CarmenCanvas accessibility 

• CarmenZoom accessibility  

 

Assignments 
 

Active Online Class Participation (5%) 

Quizzes (5%) 

Weekly Writing Assignments (30%) 

“15-20 Possibilities” Assignment (10%) 

Resume or Curriculum Vitae (10%) 

Cover Letter or Personal Statement (5%) 

Interview Response Preparation Document (5%) 

Interview (20%) and Thank You (5%)  

Wellness and Resiliency Reflection (5%) 

 

Grading Scale 
 

A 

A- 

B+ 

B 

B- 

93+ 

92-90 

89-87 

86-83 

82-80 

C+ 

C 

C- 

D 

E 

79-77 

76-73 

72-70 

69-60 

59- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The best way to 

predict the future is to 

create it.”  

– Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://osuitsm.service-now.com/selfservice/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=kb05025
https://osuitsm.service-now.com/selfservice/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=kb05026
https://go.osu.edu/Bqd4
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Instructor Feedback and Response Time 
 

This is my intended availability throughout the course. (Remember 

that you can call 614-688-HELP at any time if you have a technical 

problem.) 

• Grading and feedback: You can generally expect feedback 

on graded assignments within 7-10 days. 

• Email and Carmen messages: I will reply to emails 

within 24 hours on days when class is in session at the 

university. 

 

Discussion and Communication Guidelines 
 
Here are my expectations for how we should communicate as a class. 

Above all, please remember to be respectful and thoughtful. 

 

• Writing style: While there is no need to participate in class 

discussions as if you were writing a research paper, you 

should remember to write using good grammar, spelling and 

punctuation. A conversational tone is fine for non-academic 

topics. 

• Tone and civility: Let's maintain a supportive learning 

community where everyone feels safe and where people can 

disagree amicably. Remember that sarcasm doesn't always 

come across online. 

• Citing your sources: When we have academic discussions, 

please cite your sources to back up what you say. For the 

course materials, list the title and page numbers. For online 

sources, include a link. 

• Backing up your work: Consider composing your academic 

posts in a word processor, where you can save your work then 

copy it into the Carmen discussion. 

 

Academic Integrity Policy  
For this online course 
 

• Quizzes: You must complete quizzes yourself, without any 

external help or communication.  

 

• Written assignments: Your written assignments, including 

discussion posts, should be your own original work. In formal 

assignments, you should follow MLA style to cite the ideas 

and words of your research sources. You are encouraged to 

ask a trusted person to proofread your assignments before you 

turn them in—but no one else should revise or rewrite your 

work. 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

 

“Follow effective 

action with quiet 

reflection. From the 

quiet reflection will 

come even more 

effective action.” 

– Peter Drucker,       

Author and Educator 
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Academic Integrity Policy (cont’d) 
For this online course 
 

• Reusing past work: In general, you are prohibited in university 

courses from turning in work from a past class to your current 

class, even if you modify it. If you want to build on past 

research or revisit a topic you've explored in previous courses, 

please discuss the situation with me. 

• Falsifying research or results: All research you will conduct in 

this course is intended to be a learning experience; you should 

never feel tempted to make your results or your library research 

look more successful than it was.  

• Collaboration and informal peer-review: The course includes 

opportunities for formal collaboration with your classmates. 

While study groups and peer-review of major written projects is 

encouraged, remember that comparing answers on a quiz or 

assignment is not permitted. If you're unsure about a particular 

situation, please feel free just to ask ahead of time. 

• Group projects: This course includes group projects, which can 

be stressful for students when it comes to dividing work, taking 

credit, and receiving grades and feedback. I have attempted to 

make the guidelines for group work as clear as possible for each 

activity and assignment, but let me know if you have questions. 

 

University Academic Integrity Policy  
 
Academic integrity is essential to maintaining an environment that 

fosters excellence in teaching, research, and other educational and 

scholarly activities. Thus, The Ohio State University and the 

Committee on Academic Misconduct (COAM) expect that all students 

have read and understand the university’s Code of Student Conduct, and 

that all students will complete all academic and scholarly assignments 

with fairness and honesty. Students must recognize that failure to 

follow the rules and guidelines established in the university’s Code of 

Student Conduct and this syllabus may constitute “Academic 

Misconduct.” 

 

The Ohio State University’s Code of Student Conduct (Section 3335-

23-04) defines academic misconduct as: “Any activity that tends to 

compromise the academic integrity of the university or subvert the 

educational process.” Examples of academic misconduct include (but 

are not limited to) plagiarism, collusion (unauthorized collaboration), 

copying the work of another student, and possession of unauthorized 

materials during an examination. Ignorance of the university’s Code of 

Student Conduct is never considered an excuse for academic 

misconduct, so I recommend that you review the Code of Student 

Conduct and, specifically, the sections dealing with academic 

misconduct. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

 

“Once you make the 

unequivocal internal 

commitment to do 

something, the world 

around you will shift in 

all sorts of apparently 

miraculous ways to 

make it happen.” 

– Sarah Susanka,        

Author and Architect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://studentconduct.osu.edu/
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University Academic Integrity Policy (cont’d) 
 
If I suspect that a student has committed academic misconduct in 

this course, I am obligated by university rules to report my 

suspicions to the Committee on Academic Misconduct. If COAM 

determines that you have violated the university’s Code of Student 

Conduct (i.e., committed academic misconduct), the sanctions for the 

misconduct could include a failing grade in this course and suspension 

or dismissal from the university. If you have any questions about the 

above policy or what constitutes academic misconduct in this course, 

please contact me. Other sources of information on academic 

misconduct (integrity) to which you can refer include: 

• The Committee on Academic Misconduct web pages (COAM 

Home) 

• Ten Suggestions for Preserving Academic Integrity (Ten 

Suggestions) 

• Eight Cardinal Rules of Academic Integrity 

(www.northwestern.edu/uacc/8cards.htm) 

 

Copyright Disclaimer 

The materials used in connection with this course may be subject to 

copyright protection and are only for the use of students officially 

enrolled in the course for the educational purposes associated with the 

course. Copyright law must be considered before copying, retaining, or 

disseminating materials outside of the course. 

 
Statement on Title IX 

All students and employees at Ohio State have the right to work and 

learn in an environment free from harassment and discrimination based 

on sex or gender, and the university can arrange interim measures, 

provide support resources, and explain investigation options, including 

referral to confidential resources. If you or someone you know has been 

harassed or discriminated against based on your sex or gender, 

including sexual harassment, sexual assault, relationship violence, 

stalking, or sexual exploitation, you may find information about your 

rights and options at titleix.osu.edu or by contacting the Ohio State 

Title IX Coordinator at titleix@osu.edu. Title IX is part of the Office of 

Institutional Equity (OIE) at Ohio State, which responds to all bias-

motivated incidents of harassment and discrimination, such as race, 

religion, national origin and disability. For more information on OIE, 

visit equity.osu.edu or email equity@osu.edu. 

 

Writing Center 
 

The OSU Writing Center is available to provide free, professional 

writing tutoring and consultation. You may set up an appointment by 

visiting http://cstw.osu.edu/writing-center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

“Always desire to learn 

something useful.”  

– Sophocles                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://oaa.osu.edu/coam.html
http://oaa.osu.edu/coam.html
http://oaa.osu.edu/coamtensuggestions.html
http://oaa.osu.edu/coamtensuggestions.html
http://www.northwestern.edu/uacc/8cards.html
http://titleix.osu.edu/
mailto:titleix@osu.edu
http://equity.osu.edu/
mailto:equity@osu.edu
http://cstw.osu.edu/writingcenter
http://cstw.osu.edu/writing-center
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Your Mental Health 

As a student, you may experience a range of issues that can cause 

barriers to learning, such as strained relationships, increased anxiety, 

alcohol/drug problems, feeling down, difficulty concentrating and/or 

lack of motivation. These mental health concerns or stressful events may 

lead to diminished academic performance or reduce a student's ability to 

participate in daily activities. The Ohio State University offers services 

to assist you with addressing these and other concerns you may be 

experiencing. If you find yourself feeling isolated, anxious or 

overwhelmed, please know that there are resources to help: ccs.osu.edu. 

You can reach an on-call counselor when CCS is closed at (614) 292-

5766 and 24-hour emergency help is also available through the 24/7 

National Prevention Hotline at 1-(800)-273-TALK or at 

suicidepreventionlifeline.org. The Ohio State Wellness app is also a 

great resource available at go.osu.edu/wellnessapp.  

 

Office of Student Life Disability Services 
 

The university strives to make all learning experiences 

as accessible as possible. If you anticipate or 

experience academic barriers based on your disability 

including mental health, chronic or temporary medical 

conditions, please let me know immediately so that 

we can privately discuss options. To establish 

reasonable accommodations, I may request that you 

register with Student Life Disability Services. After 

registration, make arrangements with me as soon as 

possible to discuss your accommodations so that they 

may be implemented in a timely fashion.  

 

Students with disabilities (including mental health, 

chronic or temporary medical conditions) that have 

been certified by the Office of Student Life Disability 

Services will be appropriately accommodated and 

should inform the instructor as soon as possible of 

their needs. The Office of Student Life Disability 

Services is located in 098 Baker Hall, 113 W. 12th 

Avenue; telephone 614-292-

3307, slds@osu.edu; slds.osu.edu.  
 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

 

“Before I can tell my 

life what I want to do 

with it, I must listen to 

my life telling me who I 

am.” 

– Parker J. Palmer, Let Your 

Life Speak: Listening for the 

Voice of Vocation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://ccs.osu.edu/
http://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
http://go.osu.edu/wellnessapp
mailto:slds@osu.edu
http://slds.osu.edu/
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Meeting Schedule and Assignments 
 

Week 1 (August 25 – 28)  

Introductions, Goals, and Syllabus Review 
  

We will introduce ourselves to one another and review the goals and 

requirements of this course. You will complete a pre-course survey 

designed to tell me where you are in your undergraduate career; the 

kinds of extracurricular, work, and leadership experiences you’ve 

had; the jobs and careers with which you’re already familiar; and 

the jobs and careers about which you’d like to know more. 

Additionally, we will interact with the Nine Dimensions of 

Wellness and engage in a wellness-focused activity. 

 

 

Assignment 1: Complete the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator online: 

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp. Read about 

your results and upload a one-paragraph reflection to Carmen. 

What were your results? What’s your reaction? Do they line up 

with your expectations? What are your thoughts about the 

recommended careers? If relevant, did your results vary or match 

previous results? What do you make of that? Due by 11:59 p.m. 

Wednesday, August 26. 

 

Class Survey Results & Initial Interview 
  

We’ll review results from the first-day survey, engage in 

discussion-board conversations, and learn how the class will be 

tailored to address specific feedback you’ve shared. In preparation 

for our next assignment, we’ll consider the careers of people we 

know—even if their jobs don’t appeal to us—and consider our 

predictions of how they spend their time at work.  
 

Assignment 2: Interview a contact currently working in a full-time 

position. Record or take notes on their responses to questions:  
▪ What is the person’s job title and for what organization do they work?  

▪ Where exactly does the person work? What’s the office set-up? 

▪ What does this person spend the workday doing (i.e., answering emails, 

fielding phone calls, leading or participating in meetings, creating 

documents, writing code, researching concepts)? How much time is 

devoted to these tasks/activities? 

▪ Who decides what the person spends time doing each day?  

▪ What do they like about this current position?  

▪ What do they wish were different?  

▪ Do they feel this position is a good match for them? Why or why not? 

▪ What wellness practices do they incorporate into their life and how have 

they been beneficial? 
  
 

Prepare a one- to two-page summary (single-spaced, 12-pt. Times 

New Roman) of the above information and reflect on it. What is 

your reaction? Did the responses vary from your expectations? 

How? Did the interview spark insights into what you want for 

yourself or affect you in another way? (Optional: Consider 

submitting two pie charts to graphically depict your predictions 

compared to reality.)  Upload document by 11:59 p.m. Wed. 9/2.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Nine Dimensions 

of Wellness 

 

 

Emotional 

Career 

Social 

Spiritual 

Physical 

Financial 

Intellectual 

Creative 

Environmental 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

https://swc.osu.edu/about-us/nine-dimensions-of-wellness/
https://swc.osu.edu/about-us/nine-dimensions-of-wellness/
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp
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Week 2 (September 1 – 4)  

Thinking About Your Future: What Will You Need on a Daily 

Basis to Succeed at Work?  
  

This week we will engage in activities designed to foster our 

discussion of the MBTI, its helpfulness, and the value of 

examining and remaining aware of your skills, preferences, and 

interests when deciding whether to pursue a particular internship, 

job, or career.  
 

 

Reading and Viewing Assignment: Read the resiliency-focused 

wellness article and Cool Career Finder material posted to 

Carmen. Specifically, browse the Appendix and read about at 

least five jobs of interest in the corresponding pages posted on 

Carmen. Additionally, watch the first 14 minutes of this video: 

“Stanford Open Office Hours” with professors Evans and Burnett.   
 

Assignment 3: Access the Occupational Outlook Handbook 

managed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and available at 

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/. Using the “Search Handbook” field, 

pick two jobs or career fields about which you want to know 

more. Read through all the information available about your two 

jobs/career fields by clicking on the following tabs: “Summary,” 

“What They Do,” “Work Environment,” “How to Become One,” 

“Pay,” “Job Outlook,” “Similar Occupations” and “More Info.” 

Post the following information about each of your two jobs on 

Carmen no later than 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 9: (a) job 

title, (b) level of education needed, (c) brief description of work 

environment (sentence or two), (d) pay range (lowest to highest), 

(e) how employment in this job/career is expected to grow from 

2012-2022 and whether this projected growth is slower or faster 

than the average for all occupations, and (f) your reflection. (See 

questions in Carmen assignment tab.)  
 

Week 3 (September 8 – 11) 

Initial Career Considerations and Resiliency 
  

Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 1) on the assigned 

readings and video. We’ll learn about the daily work life of some 

of the students’ interviewees and assess whether these positions 

appear to match their skills and preferences. Later the class will 

engage in an online discussion about the readings/video and the 

Occupational Outlook Handbook activity plus engage in a Work 

Values Inventory. We’ll discuss the importance of resiliency, 

reflect on resiliency strategies, and engage in exercises to develop 

this skill. 

 

Freelance Work, Internships, and Resiliency 
  

We’ll discuss freelancing and the gig economy then engage in an 

activity with query letters. As an introduction to internships, we’ll 

learn about what they are, why they’re helpful, and where to 

begin finding them before engaging in research. We’ll continue 

our resiliency discussion and apply learned skills. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“My advice for young 

people is, study what 

you love and intern in 

what you want to do. 

And it’s okay to pivot 

as many times as you 

need to.” 

– Eva Chen,            

Director at Instagram  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKEq5iEmMSo
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/
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Assignment 4: Find at least three internship/job postings or 

internship/job programs online that interest you and create a half-

page summary that includes the internship position and 

organization, deadlines for applying, responsibilities and 

application materials requested, and a brief reflection on why you 

may be a good fit for each opportunity. Upload document to 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 16.  
 

Reading and Internet Assignment: Take the Strengths Finder quiz 

and read related material posted to Carmen as well as Going 

Corporate and Other Options. Be prepared to complete a short quiz 

on this material next week.  

 

Week 4 (September 14 – 18)  

Where Could You Work? What Might You Do? 
  

Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 2) on the reading and 

internet assignment. We will continue talking about the info 

available through the Occupational Outlook Handbook before 

engaging in lengthier interaction with the readings and the 

advantages and drawbacks of working for corporations, non-profits, 

government organizations, universities/colleges and other kinds of 

institutions. We’ll further discuss internships, learn about soft/hard 

skills, and engage in a corporate research workshop.  

 

ePortfolios: Communicate Your Skills  
  

We’ll engage in an ePortfolio workshop with a focus on reflection 

statements on the work showcased: What skills does your featured 

work convey to potential employers? How do you best 

communicate those skills? 
 

 

Reading Assignment: Read “Should You Go to Grad School?” 

from Slate and Peterson’s “A Guide for Potential Grad Students” 

posted to Carmen and be prepared to discuss it at the beginning of 

class on Tuesday. (STEM majors, consider the optional readings.) 
  

Assignment 5: Create a comprehensive list of your current soft 

(aka “power”) skills and hard skills using the example list you 

viewed in class. Then, develop a list of soft and hard skills that you 

don’t have but feel like you’ll need. Upload your lists to Carmen by 

11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 23. 

 

Week 5 (September 21 – 25)  

What About Graduate School? 
  

We will discuss the readings and talk about grad school. After 

reviewing soft/hard skills, we will discuss the value of graduate and 

professional school both in terms of 

career exploration, career 

advancement and future earning 

potential. We’ll also cover 

requirements for strong applications.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Far and away the best 

prize that life offers is 

the chance to work hard 

at work worth doing.”  

– Theodore Roosevelt                              
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Graduate School Panel 
  

We’ll hear from a panel of graduate students currently enrolled in 

(or recent graduates of) the following kinds of programs: English 

PhD, Master’s in Library and Information Science, MBA, MFA in 

Creative Writing, Law School, Master’s in Strategic 

Communication, Master’s in Student Affairs, MEd in English 

Education, Master’s in Engineering, and Master’s in Social Work. 

Note: This list will be adjusted to reflect students’ career interests 

as indicated on the pre-course survey.  
 

 

Assignment 6: To communicate how the skills you’ve gained 

through an assignment or project from a class or internship fit the 

needs of future employers, write a brief reflective paragraph for 

three different pieces of work you have included (or will include) 

in your ePortfolio. You do not need to submit a link to a finished 

ePortfolio with the reflective sections, but I welcome that if time 

permits. These concise paragraphs (which may include bulleted 

lists) will address questions such as these: What was the purpose 

of the project? How did it fulfill that purpose? Was it created by a 

team? If so, what was your role? What employer-relevant skills 

does your work showcase? Post your paragraphs (or a link to your 

ePortfolio) on Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 30. 
 

Reading Assignment: Read Thomas L. Friedman’s “How to Get a 

Job at Google” (New York Times), “How to Get a Job at Google, 

Part 2” (New York Times), and Guy Raffa’s “What the Head of 

Hiring at Google Doesn’t Understand About Skills” (The 

Chronicle of Higher Education). Be prepared to complete a short 

quiz on this material next week.       

 

 

Week 6 (September 28 – October 2) 

Informational Interviews, Networking, and Online Research 
 
  

We’ll have a short quiz (Quiz 3) on the readings. For many 

students, the term networking is off-putting. We’ll reframe 

networking to demonstrate the give and take of a supportive 

community. We’ll then move on to talk about informational 

interviews—what they are, why they’re useful, and how to request 

and conduct one. We’ll conclude with a discussion of online and 

in-person networking and touch on the role of blogs in building a 

professional presence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The expert in anything 

was once a beginner.” 

– Helen Hayes, Actress 
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Assignment 7: Locate someone online (or through your in-person 

network) whom you’d like to email about setting up an 

informational interview. Using a Word document, draft an email 

requesting an informational interview with this person (DON’T 

SEND IT YET) and include the person’s name, title, organization, 

and email address at the top of the document. Upload this 

document to Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 7. 

 

Week 7 (October 5 – 9) Undergrad Research, References,  

                                       Odyssey Plans, and Work-Life Integration 
  

An Undergraduate Studies representative will speak to us about 

undergraduate research opportunities. In addition, we may have 

other guests share their experiences. We’ll 

engage in a brainstorming session about 

research ideas for ourselves in addition to 

discussing the role of reference lists. This week 

we’ll engage with the initial steps of building an 

Odyssey Plan. We’ll have a forum to discuss 

wellness-focused topics such as parental expectations, boundaries 

at work, creating a spending plan, avoiding burnout, personal 

practices, meditation, and work-life balance.  
 

 

Assignment 8: Create a references document for use in your 

internship/job hunt. Three references should be listed, and each 

entry should include the person’s name, job title, employer name, 

work mailing address, email address and phone number. Before 

you share this list with a potential employer, be sure to contact 

these individuals to confirm that they willing to serve as references 

for you. Upload this document to Carmen no later than 11:59 p.m. 

on Wednesday, October 14. 
 

Assignment 9: After you’ve received feedback on the draft of your 

email requesting an informational interview, revise that draft and 

send the email out to the person with whom you want to meet. 

Upload evidence (a photo, for example) that you sent your email by 

11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 14. 

 
Week 8 (October 12 – 16)  

Prepare for the Search: Resumes and Cover Letters 
  

A Career Services representative will lead us in a discussion about 

resumes and cover letters and, for students applying to graduate 

school, C.V.s and personal statements. We’ll talk about the role 

that cover letters do (and don’t) play in organizations’ recruitment 

processes. We’ll also look at example cover letters and discuss best 

practices for putting those letters together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

“Desire! That’s the one 

secret of every career. 

Not education. Not 

being born with hidden 

talents. Desire.”  

– Johnny Carson,        

Comedian, TV Show Host 
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Assignment 10: Using the sample resumes provided, 

create/revise/update your resume based on the guidelines and X, Y, 

Z format discussed in class. Do not use any kind of resume 

template; instead, use a blank Word document. Your resume will 

likely fit on a single page; however, if you need to go onto a second 

page to fully capture your experience, that’s fine for now. Once 

your resume is complete, save it as a PDF file. (Note: For those 

applying to grad school, you may create a C.V. in lieu of a resume.) 

Upload the file to Carmen for peer review by 11:59 p.m. on 

Wednesday, October 21.  
 

Assignment 11: Following the guidelines we discussed in class, 

create a cover letter that responds to an entry-level job description 

that appeals to you. Do not use any kind of letter template; instead, 

use a blank Word document (single-spaced, 12-pt. Times New 

Roman). Your letter will likely fit on a single page; however, if you 

need to go onto a second page, that’s fine for now. Important note: 

As with the resume, creating a well-written and coherent cover 

letter takes time, thought and attention to detail. You will be using 

this cover letter (or versions of it) to secure internships/jobs in the 

future. Once your cover letter is revised and polished, save it as a 

PDF file. (Note: For those applying to grad school, you may create 

a personal statement in lieu of a resume.) Upload the file to Carmen 

for peer review by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, October 21.  

  

Week 9 (October 19 – 23)  

Peer Review, Job Posting Dissection, and Mock Hiring Committee 
  

We will work remotely in pairs to go through one another’s 

resumes and cover letters line by line, correcting mistakes, asking 

questions and providing feedback as appropriate. We’ll engage 

with a presentation on where and how to find job and internship 

postings online and how to organize your 

search. We’ll also look at a variety of 

postings together so that you have a better 

sense of what employers are seeking, and 

whether or not you should apply for 

certain positions. We’ll discuss the difference between required and 

desired qualifications and how to determine whether you meet 

these. We’ll then do remote group activities to review and discuss 

several mock job applications.   
 

 

Assignment 12: Find at least five “15-20 Possibilities” 

(jobs/internships/grad school programs/overseas teaching or 

volunteer opportunities/etc.) of interest to you. Create a listing for 

each item in a Word document that includes the job title, school, or 

organization name, a link to the online posting, and a brief 

explanation (1-3 sentences) about why the opportunity interests you 

and why you’re qualified to apply. Upload this document to 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, October 28.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Growth and comfort do 

not coexist.”  

– Ginni Rometty,          

CEO, IBM                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“It’s not the strongest 

species that survive, nor 

the most intelligent, but 

the most responsive to 

change.” 

– Charles Darwin,        

Naturalist 
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Assignment 13: Revise your resume (or C.V.) in keeping with our 

best practices discussion and the feedback you received from your 

peer reviewer(s). Important note: Creating a well-written and 

coherent resume takes time, thought, and attention to detail. You 

will be using this resume (or versions of it) to secure 

internships/jobs in the future, and I encourage you to put together 

the strongest document possible. Once your resume (or C.V.) is 

fully revised and polished, save it as a PDF file. Upload it to 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, October 28. 

 

REMINDER: Don’t forget to watch out for a response from the 

person you emailed about an informational interview. If you 

receive a response, go ahead and schedule that interview and be 

prepared to share this information with me in class this week. If 

you haven’t received a response, let me know, and we’ll come up 

with an alternative option.  

 

Week 10 (October 26 – 30) 

The Search: Polish Your Online Presence, Interact with LinkedIn,    

                      and Develop Narratives 
  

We will review the challenges involved in locating “15-20 

Possibilities” of interest to you and also review together some of 

these postings. We’ll talk about the importance of maintaining a 

professional presence online and discuss LinkedIn. After that, we’ll 

participate in several exercises designed to help you create 

professional narratives/stories about your work histories, skills, and 

interests to use online and during the interview process. During this 

time, you will begin crafting your “3D Bios.”    

 

Insights from an Insider 
  

We’ll benefit from the insights and experience of a guest speaker to 

whom you’ll have an opportunity to pose questions. 

 
 

 

Assignment 14: Find the rest of 

your “15-20 Possibilities” 

assignment and upload the 

completed document to Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, 

November 4. 
 

Assignment 15: Revise your cover letter (or personal statement) in 

keeping with the feedback you received from your peer reviewer(s). 

Save it as a PDF file and upload it to Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on 

Wednesday, November 4. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

“No one creates a 

perfect resume on their 

first try.”  

– Matthew T. Cross,        

The Resume Design Book: 

How to Write a Resume in 

College & Influence 

Employers to Hire You                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Your strategic, 

consistent and value-

driven communications 

used in a thoughtful 

way on LinkedIn can 

and will open doors.”  

– Deborah Shane,         

Small Business Trends 
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Week 11 (November 2 – 6) 

The Search: Phone, Skype, and In-person Interviews 
  

Before we dive into “The Search” portion of today’s curriculum, 

we’ll engage in an Entrepreneurial Workshop to explore how others 

have created their own companies and brainstorm ideas of our own. 

Often the path to entrepreneurial ventures starts with experience 

working for others. With that in 

mind, you’ll learn about 

interviewing—the kinds of 

questions asked by potential 

employers, best practices for 

responding, and what candidates 

should and shouldn’t ask. We’ll 

also talk about practices for 

performing well during phone, virtual, and in-person interviews. 

We’ll then engage in some interview role-play before concluding 

the week with a discussion of thank-you letters and other forms of 

post-interview follow up.   
 

 

Reading Assignment: Read a selection of readings on interviewing 

and work cultures available on Carmen. For the “Smart Answers to 

15 Common Interview Questions” article, click through at least two 

of the questions to read the “Answering” sections. Be prepared to 

complete a short quiz on this material next week. 

 

Assignment 16: Write out your answers to 7 of the interview 

questions you were given. Note: Your answers should include 

specific narratives/anecdotes (stories) that reveal to the reader 

who you are, your skills and experiences, and what kind of 

employee you would be. Follow the “S.T.A.R.” method discussed 

and consider using the grid template for the assignment. Post the 

document containing your answers on Carmen no later than 11:59 

p.m. on Thursday, November 12. 

 

 

Week 12 (November 9 – 13) 

On the Job: Workplace Cultures 

 

Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 4) on the assigned 

readings. Then, we’ll draw on today’s readings as we examine the 

concept of a work culture and how to succeed in a variety of 

workplaces. In preparation for next week’s workshop, we’ll engage 

in possibility-mapping activities. We will discuss several of your 

responses to the assigned interview questions and how these 

answers could be strengthened. Next, we’ll engage in remote 

interview practice among peers. Additionally, we’ll discuss 

expectations for the out-of-class Peer Skype or Zoom Sessions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I was always looking 

outside of myself for 

strength and confidence, 

but it comes from 

within. It is there all the 

time.”   

– Anna Freud, Physician                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Millennials are 

searching for       

purpose at work.” 

– Erika Fry, “How 

Corporate America is 

Trying to Innovate 

Workplace Culture,” 

Fortune Magazine 
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Week 13 (November 16 – 20) 

Odyssey Opportunities Workshop  

This week we’ll devote time to mapping out potential plans for the 

“Odyssey Years,” keeping in mind the Nine Dimensions of 

Wellness. After a presentation and class discussion, 

you’ll work brainstorm, conduct research, and begin 

developing potential plans for yourself. Reference 

your interaction with previous Odyssey 

Opportunities activities.  
 

 

Assignment 17: Write a one-page summary (single-

spaced, 12-pt. Times New Roman) about what you 

learned during your informational interview. Include the person’s 

career, current job, daily work responsibilities, work environment, 

and wellness practices. Also, share how you feel about this 

job/career field after this conversation. Post your summary on 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, November 25. 
 

Assignment 18: Write a one-page recap of your visit to a Career 

Fair and/or participation in an in-person or remote career-related 

event (such as a Networking event) or individual in-person or 

remote meeting with a career counselor this term. What was the 

event? What was your experience like? Whom did you talk to? 

What did you learn? What’s a next step you can take? Post your 

summary on Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 25.  
 

Skype Preparation: Prepare for your Skype/Zoom interview to be 

conducted during Thanksgiving week. 

 

 

Week 14 (November 23 – 25)  

Skype or Zoom Partner Interviews 

You and a partner will conduct mock interviews for one another via 

Skype or Zoom this week based on the guidelines detailed in class.  

 
 

Assignment 19: Write a one-page summary about your virtual 

interview. How was interviewing over Skype or Zoom different from 

your in-person practice interview? Did your partner meet the 

expectations detailed in class? What was 

beneficial and challenging about this 

activity—from the side of the interviewer and 

from the side of the interviewee? What did 

you learn about yourself that can help prepare 

you for your graded in-person Mock Interview 

during finals week? Post your summary on Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on 

Wednesday, December 2.  

 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

“I want to look back on 

my career and be proud 

of the work and be 

proud that I tried 

everything.”  

– Jon Stewart, Comedian 

and Television Show Host                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“I am always doing that 

which I cannot do         

in order to learn        

how to do it.”  

– Pablo Picasso, Artist 

 

 

 

 

 

https://swc.osu.edu/about-us/nine-dimensions-of-wellness/
https://swc.osu.edu/about-us/nine-dimensions-of-wellness/
https://careers.osu.edu/career-and-internship-fair
https://careers.osu.edu/career-and-internship-fair
https://ccss.osu.edu/make-appointment/
https://ccss.osu.edu/make-appointment/
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Week 15 (November 30 – December 4) 

On the Job: Advice From Area OSU Alums 
  

We will hear from several OSU alums working in various sectors 

throughout the Columbus area. You will have an opportunity to ask 

questions to these individuals. 

 

Mock Interview Preparation   
  

We will talk more about on-the-job 

situations and your final projects, 

which will consist of an hour-long 

mock interview. Students will 

complete end-of-course 

evaluations as well.  
 

 

Week 16 (December 7 – 11) 

Mock Interviews 
  

Students will participate in their scheduled one-hour remote mock 

interviews (Assignment 20) sometime this week. (As for attire, 

don’t buy anything new; “business casual” is fine. Just be sure not 

to wear gym clothes.) Students must upload a post-interview 

“thank you letter” (Assignment 21) to Carmen within 24 hours 

of completing the interview.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wellness and Resiliency Reflection  

 

Assignment 22: Following the instructions on Carmen, you will 

post your Wellness and Resiliency Reflection by 11:59 p.m. 

Friday, December 11. 

 

 

 

______________ 

 

 

 

I wish you all the best at OSU and beyond, Jenny 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Think of your career as 

a series of experiences.”  

– Dan Schawbel, Forbes                              

 

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Practicing 

improvisation can 

polish your performance 

for the job interview.”  

– “Benefits of a Mock 

Interview,” Spark Hire 
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Career Preparation and 

Life Well-Being  

 
Syllabus | Autumn Semester 2020 

ENG 2150 | 3 Credits 

 

About the Course  

This course is designed for students of all majors interested in 

exploring and preparing for internships and post-graduation career 

options through a wellness-focused lens. Students will engage in 

VIA strength analysis (developed by Positive Psychologist Dr. 

Martin Seligman) and reflect on their preferences as they consider 

complementary job activities and careers. We also will examine 

specific work environments (e.g., corporations and non-profits); the 

value of attending graduate or professional school; and the role that 

internships, undergraduate research and networking play in career 

development and advancement. In addition, we will look at how to 

organize and manage an internship/job search; how to put together 

strong resumes, cover letters and portfolios; and how to interview 

well over the phone, via Skype and in person. Taught by a Mayo 

Clinic-certified Wellness Coach, the class incorporates journaling, 

possibility mapping and work-life balance discussions, including 

readings and activities from Stanford’s Designing Your Life authors 

and professors Dave Evans and Bill Burnett, who advocate for work-

life balance. 

Texts & Materials  

• Required course readings will be posted on Carmen 

(carmen.osu.edu). Students will be expected to have these 

readings with them for reference during class discussions.  

 

• Students should bring to each class a journal or notebook. 

 

 

Assignments 
 

Active Class Participation (5%) 

Quizzes (5%) 

Weekly Writing Assignments (35%) 

“15-20 Possibilities” Assignment (10%) 

Resume or Curriculum Vitae (10%) 

Cover Letter or Personal Statement (5%) 

Interview Response Preparation Document (5%) 

Interview (20%) and Thank You (5%)  

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesdays/Thursdays 

9:35 – 10:55 a.m. 

Denney 207 

 

──── 

 

Jenny Patton 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of English 
 

Patton.220@osu.edu 

 

 

──── 

 

Office Hours 

 
Thursdays 11:30 - 12:30  

and by appointment 

Denney Hall 503 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Patton.220@osu.edu
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Policies & Additional Requirements 

 

Attendance 

 
In the workplace and in this class, attendance is mandatory. Mere 

physical presence does not constitute attendance; you must be awake 

and alert and ready to participate throughout each class. Just as you 

would do for an employer, if you know you will be absent, you 

must notify me beforehand. If you cannot notify me beforehand, 

please contact me as soon as possible after your absence. It is your 

responsibility to find out what you missed from another student. 

 

If you miss class because of participation in an authorized university-

sanctioned event, death in the family or observation of a religious 

holiday, your absence will be considered excused. You must provide 

documentation for any excused absence.  

 

In the workplace, punctuality is critical. And being on time is 

important to the efficient conduct of our time together in this class. 

Showing up more than 10 minutes after the start of class will be 

counted as an unexcused absence. More than two unexcused 

absences result in a reduction of your overall grade by one-third. For 

example, it would be reduced from an “A-” to a “B+.” 

 

Participation 
 

Participation in class discussions 

and small-group activities is 

required, not optional: complete 

the appropriate reading and related 

assignments and come to class 

ready to discuss them.  

 

Anything that prevents you from being able to participate in or 

engage with the activities of the class—sleeping, texting, browsing 

the web on a laptop—will negatively affect this aspect of your grade.  

  

Grading Scale 
 

A 

A- 

B+ 

B 

B- 

93+ 

92-90 

89-87 

86-83 

82-80 

C+ 

C 

C- 

D 

E 

79-77 

76-73 

72-70 

69-60 

59- 
 

About Your 

Professor 

──── 

Jenny Patton has worked as an 

editorial intern and marketing 

intern as well as a reporter, 

copywriter, technical writer, 

freelance writer and editor. She 

teaches professional writing and 

capstone internship courses as 

well as career preparation and 

second-level writing classes, 

applying a holistic approach to 

support students by 

incorporating her background as 

a Mayo Clinic-certified wellness 

coach and yoga-writing 

workshop instructor. She has 

received the Award for 

Outstanding Faculty Program 

for Enhancing Student 

Wellness, the English 

Undergraduate Organization 

(EUGO) Associated Faculty 

Member of the Year Award, and 

the President and Provost’s 

Award for Distinguished 

Teaching by a Lecturer. 

 

Her stories, essays and articles 

have been published in Brevity, 

River Teeth online, 

Kaleidoscope, Writer’s Digest, 

Natural Awakenings, Pasadena 

Star-News, Prism Review, 751 

Magazine and Ohio Writer 

among other places. Her work 

has been nominated for a 

Pushcart Prize and cited as 

Notable in Best American 

Essays 2016. Additionally, she 

was a Peter Taylor Nonfiction 

Fellow at Kenyon Review 

Writers Workshop and a 

scholarship winner at New York 

Summer Writers Institute.  
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Academic Integrity 

 
It is the responsibility of the Committee on Academic Misconduct 

to investigate or establish procedures for the investigation of all 

reported cases of student academic misconduct. The term 

“academic misconduct” includes all forms of student academic 

misconduct wherever committed; illustrated by, but not limited to, 

cases of plagiarism and dishonest practices in connection with 

examinations. Instructors shall report all instances of alleged 

academic misconduct to the committee (Faculty Rule 3335-5-487). 

For additional information, see the Code of Student Conduct at 

http://studentlife.osu.edu/csc/. If you have any questions about 

academic integrity, please contact me or consult the COAM’s 

website (https://oaa.osu.edu/academic-integrity-and-

misconduct/student-misconduct). 

 

Resources 
 

Writing Center 
 

The OSU Writing Center is available to provide free, professional 

writing tutoring and consultation. You may set up an appointment by 

visiting http://cstw.osu.edu/writing-center. 

 

Office of Student Life Disability Services 
 

Students with disabilities (including mental health, 

chronic or temporary medical conditions) that have 

been certified by the Office of Student Life 

Disability Services will be appropriately 

accommodated and should inform the instructor of 

their needs as soon as possible. The Office of 

Student Life Disability Services is located in 098 

Baker Hall, 113 W. 12th Avenue; telephone 614-

292-3307, slds@osu.edu; slds.osu.edu. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Class  

Cancellation  

Policy 

 

──── 

 

If class is canceled due to 

emergency, I will contact 

you via Carmen 

announcement and request 

that a note be placed on the 

door. In addition, I will 

contact you as soon as 

possible following the 

cancelation to let you 

know what will be 

expected of you for our 

next class meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom Etiquette 

Everyone in the class is expected to be respectful and civil to other 

members of the class. Part of this classroom etiquette is 

remembering to silence cell phones before the beginning of the 

class. All discussions, regardless of subject matter, will be 

conducted in a civil, respectful and adult manner. Harassment will 

not be tolerated in any form and will result in disciplinary action. 

 

 

http://studentlife.osu.edu/csc/
https://oaa.osu.edu/academic-integrity-and-misconduct/student-misconduct
https://oaa.osu.edu/academic-integrity-and-misconduct/student-misconduct
http://cstw.osu.edu/writingcenter
http://cstw.osu.edu/writing-center
tel:614-292-3307
tel:614-292-3307
mailto:slds@osu.edu
http://slds.osu.edu/#_blank
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Meeting Schedule and Assignments 
 

Week 1 

Tuesday, Aug. 25 – Introductions, Goals and Syllabus Review 
  

In class: We will introduce ourselves to one another and talk 

through the goals and requirements of this course. You will 

complete a pre-course survey designed to tell me where you are in 

your undergraduate career; the kinds of extracurricular, work and 

leadership experiences you’ve had; the jobs and careers with which 

you’re already familiar; and the jobs and careers about which you’d 

like to know more.   

 

 

Assignment 1: Complete the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator online: 

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp. Read about 

your results and upload a one-paragraph reflection to Carmen by 

11:59 p.m. Thursday, August 27. What were your results? 

What’s your reaction? Do they line up with your expectations? 

What are your thoughts about the recommended careers? If 

relevant, did your results vary or match previous results? What do 

you make of that? Bring your results with you to class on Tuesday. 

 

Thursday, Aug. 27 – Class Survey Results & Initial Interview 
  

In class: Today we’ll discuss results from the first-day survey, 

engage in small-group conversations and discuss as a group how 

we’ll strive to tailor the class to address specific feedback you’ve 

shared. In preparation for our next assignment, we’ll consider the 

careers of people we know—even if their jobs don’t appeal to us—

and discuss our predictions of how they spend their time at work.  
 

Assignment 2: Interview a family member or friend currently 

working in a full-time position. Record or take notes on their 

answers to the following questions:  

 
▪ What is the person’s job title and for what organization does he/she work?  

▪ Where exactly does the person work? What’s the office set-up? 

▪ What does this person spend the workday doing (e.g., answering emails, 

drafting memos, fielding phone calls, sitting in meetings, leading 

meetings, researching concepts and preparing summaries, or filling out 

paperwork)? How much time is devoted to these tasks/activities? 

▪ Who decides what the person spends time doing each day?  

▪ What does he/she like about this current position?  

▪ What does he/she wish were different?  

▪ Do they feel this position is a good match for him/her? Why or why not?  
  

 

Prepare a one- to two-page summary (single-spaced, 12-pt. Times 

New Roman) of the above information and reflect on it. What is 

your reaction to what you learned? Did the responses vary from 

your expectations? How? Did the interview spark insights into 

what you want for yourself or affect you in another way? 

(Optional: Consider submitting two pie charts to graphically depict 

your predictions compared to reality.)  Upload document to Carmen 

no later than 11:59 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 3.  

 
 

 

 

 

“Follow effective 

action with quiet 

reflection. From the 

quiet reflection will 

come even more 

effective action.” 

– Peter Drucker,       

Author and Educator 

 

 

──── 

 

  

 

“Success is liking 

yourself, liking what 

you do and liking how 

you do it.”  

– Maya Angelou, Author 

and Civil Rights Activist                              

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp
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Week 2 

Tues., Sept. 1 & Thurs., Sept. 3 – Thinking About Your Future: 

What Will You Need on a Daily Basis to Succeed at Work?  
  

In class: This week we will engage in small-group exercises 

designed to foster our discussion of the MBTI, its helpfulness and 

the value of examining and remaining aware of your skills, 

preferences and interests when deciding whether to pursue a 

particular internship, job or career.  
 

 

Reading and Viewing Assignment: In preparation for our class 

on Tuesday, Sept. 3, read Cool Career Finder material posted to 

Carmen. Specifically, browse the Appendix and read about at 

least five jobs of interest in the corresponding pages posted on 

Carmen. Additionally, watch the first 14 minutes of this video: 

“Stanford Open Office Hours” with professors Evans and Burnett 

at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKEq5iEmMSo.   
 

Assignment 3: Access the Occupational Outlook Handbook 

managed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and available at 

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/. Using the “Search Handbook” field, 

pick two jobs or career fields about which you want to know 

more (e.g., librarian, communications, public relations, 

advertising, technical writer, public affairs, high school teacher, 

editor, etc.). Read through all the information available about your 

two jobs/career fields by clicking on the following tabs: 

“Summary,” “What They Do,” “Work Environment,” “How to 

Become One,” “Pay,” “Job Outlook,” “Similar Occupations” and 

“More Info.” Post the following information about each of your 

two jobs on Carmen no later than 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 7 

(Labor Day): (a) job title, (b) level of education needed, (c) brief 

description of work environment (sentence or two), (d) pay range 

(lowest to highest), (e) how employment in this job/career is 

expected to grow from 2012-2022 and whether this projected 

growth is slower or faster than the average for all occupations,   

and (f) your reflection. (See questions in Carmen assignment tab.)  
 

Week 3 

Tuesday, Sept. 8 – Initial Career Considerations 
  

In class: Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 1) on the 

assigned readings and video. Some will talk about the daily work 

life of their interviewees and whether these positions appear to 

match their skills and preferences. Later, the class will engage in a 

discussion about the readings/video and the Occupational Outlook 

Handbook activity plus engage in a Work Values Inventory.  

 

Thursday, Sept. 10 – Freelance Work and Internships 
  

In class: We’ll discuss freelancing and engage in an activity with 

query letters. As an introduction to internships, we’ll talk about 

what they are, why they’re helpful 

and where to begin finding them     

before engaging in research. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“The best way to 

predict the future is to 

create it.”  

– Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“My advice for young 

people is, study what 

you love and intern in 

what you want to do. 

And it’s okay to pivot 

as many times as you 

need to.” 

– Eva Chen,            

Director at Instagram  

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKEq5iEmMSo
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/
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Assignment 4: Find at least three internship/job postings or 

internship/job programs online that interest you and create a half-

page summary that includes the internship position and 

organization, deadlines for applying, responsibilities and 

application materials requested, and a brief reflection on why you 

may be a good fit for each opportunity. Upload document to 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 14.  
 

Reading and Internet Assignment: Take the Strengths Finder quiz 

and read related material posted to Carmen as well as Going 

Corporate and Other Options. Be prepared to complete a short quiz 

on this material at the beginning of class on Tuesday.  

 

Week 4 

Tuesday, Sept. 15 – Where Could You Work? What Might You Do? 
  

In class: Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 2) on the 

reading and internet assignment. We will continue talking about the 

info available through the Occupational Outlook Handbook before 

engaging in a lengthier discussion of the readings and the 

advantages and drawbacks of working for corporations, non-profits, 

government organizations, universities/colleges and other kinds of 

institutions. We’ll further discuss internships, learn about soft/hard 

skills and engage in a corporate research workshop.  

 

Thursday, Sept. 17 – ePortfolios: Communicate Your Skills  
  

In class: Today we’ll engage in an ePortfolio workshop with a 

focus on reflection statements on the work showcased: What skills 

does your featured work convey to potential employers? How do 

you best communicate those skills? 
 

 

Reading Assignment: Read “Should You Go to Grad School?” 

from Slate and Peterson’s “A Guide for Potential Grad Students” 

posted to Carmen and be prepared to discuss it at the beginning of 

class on Tuesday. (STEM majors, consider the optional readings.) 
  

Assignment 5: Create a comprehensive list of your current soft and 

hard skills using the example list you viewed in class. Then, 

develop a list of soft and hard skills that you don’t have but feel 

like you’ll need. Upload your lists to Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on 

Monday, Sept. 21. 

 

Week 5 

Tuesday, Sept. 22 – What About Graduate School? 
  

In class: We will discuss the readings and talk about grad school. 

After reviewing soft/hard skills, we will discuss the value of 

graduate and professional school both 

in terms of career exploration, career 

advancement and future earning 

potential. We’ll also cover 

requirements for strong applications.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

“Far and away the best 

prize that life offers is 

the chance to work hard 

at work worth doing.”  

– Theodore Roosevelt                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Once you make the 

unequivocal internal 

commitment to do 

something, the world 

around you will shift in 

all sorts of apparently 

miraculous ways to 

make it happen.” 

– Sarah Susanka,        

Author and Architect 
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Thursday, Sept. 24 – Graduate School Panel 
  

In class: Today we’ll hear from a panel of graduate students 

currently enrolled in (or recent graduates of) the following kinds of 

programs: English PhD, Master’s in Library and Information 

Science, MBA, MFA in Creative Writing, MEd in English 

Education, Law School, Master’s in Strategic Communication, 

Master’s in Student Affairs and Master’s in Social Work. Note: 

This visitor list will be adjusted to reflect students’ career interests 

as indicated on the pre-course survey.  
 

 

Assignment 6: To communicate how the skills you’ve gained 

through an assignment or project from a class or internship fit the 

needs of future employers, write a brief reflective paragraph for 

three different pieces of work you have included (or will include) 

in your ePortfolio. You do not need to submit a link to a finished 

ePortfolio with the reflective sections, but I welcome that if time 

permits. These concise paragraphs (which may include bulleted 

lists) will address questions such as these: What was the purpose 

of the project? How did it fulfill that purpose? Was it created by a 

team? If so, what was your role? What employer-relevant skills 

does your work showcase? Post your paragraphs (or a link to your 

ePortfolio) on Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 28. 
 

Reading Assignment: Read Thomas L. Friedman’s “How to Get a 

Job at Google” (New York Times, 22 Feb. 2014), “How to Get a 

Job at Google, Part 2” (New York Times, 19 Apr. 2014), and Guy 

Raffa’s “What the Head of Hiring at Google Doesn’t Understand 

About Skills” (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 28 May 

2014). Be prepared to complete a short quiz on this material at the 

beginning of class on Tuesday.       

 

 

Week 6 

Tues., Sept. 29 & Thurs. Oct. 1 – Informational Interviews,  

                                                         Networking & Online Research 
 
  

In class: We’ll begin class on Tuesday with a short quiz (Quiz 3) 

on the readings followed by a discussion of them. For many 

students, the term networking is off-putting. We’ll reframe 

networking to demonstrate the give and take of a supportive 

community. We’ll then move on to talk about informational 

interviews—what they are, why they’re useful, and how to request 

and conduct one. We’ll conclude with a discussion of online and in-

person networking and touch on the role of blogs in building a 

professional presence.  

 

 

 

 

“Always desire to learn 

something useful.”  

– Sophocles                              

 

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

 

“The expert in anything 

was once a beginner.” 

– Helen Hayes, Actress 
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Assignment 7: Locate someone online (or through your in-person 

network) whom you’d like to email about setting up an 

informational interview. Using a Word document, draft an email 

requesting an informational interview with this person (DON’T 

SEND IT YET) and include the person’s name, title, organization 

and email address at the top of the document. Upload this document 

to Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 5. 

 

Week 7 

Tues., Oct. 6 & Thurs. Oct. 8 – Undergrad Research, References,  

                                                Odyssey Plans & Work-Life Integration 
  

In class: An Undergraduate Studies representative will speak to us 

about undergraduate research opportunities. In addition, we may 

have other visitors to share their experiences. 

We’ll engage in a brainstorming session about 

research ideas for ourselves in addition to 

discussing the role of reference lists. This week 

we’ll engage with the initial steps of building an 

Odyssey Plan. If time permits, we’ll have a 

forum to discuss topics such as parental expectations, boundaries at 

work, creating a spending plan, avoiding burnout, personal 

practices, meditation and work-life balance.  
 

 

Assignment 8: Create a references document for use in your 

internship/job hunt. Three references should be listed, and each 

entry should include the person’s name, job title, employer name, 

work mailing address, email address and phone number. Before 

you share this list with a potential employer, be sure to contact 

these individuals to confirm that they willing to serve as references 

for you. Upload this document to Carmen no later than 11:59 p.m. 

on Monday, Oct. 12. 
 

Assignment 9: After you’ve received feedback on the draft of your 

email requesting an informational interview, revise that draft and 

send the email out to the person with whom you want to meet. Print 

out the email showing the sent date/time and bring it to class on 

Tuesday, October 13, take a photo of it, or cut and paste it into a 

Word document that you post on Carmen by class time.  

 
Week 8 

Tues., Oct. 13 – Prepare for the Search: Resumes & Cover Letters 
  

In class: A Career Services representative will lead us in a 

discussion about resumes and cover letters and, for students 

applying to graduate school, C.V.s and personal statements. We’ll 

talk about the role that cover letters do (and don’t) play in organ-

izations’ recruitment processes. We’ll also look at example cover 

letters and discuss best practices for putting those letters together. 

 

Thursday, Oct. 15 – NO CLASS – Enjoy Fall Break! 

 

 

 

 

 

“Before I can tell my 

life what I want to do 

with it, I must listen to 

my life telling me who I 

am.” 

– Parker J. Palmer, Let Your 

Life Speak: Listening for the 

Voice of Vocation 

                          

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“Desire! That’s the one 

secret of every career. 

Not education. Not 

being born with hidden 

talents. Desire.”  

– Johnny Carson,        

Comedian, TV Show Host 
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Assignment 10: Using the sample resumes provided, 

create/revise/update your resume based on the guidelines and X, Y, 

Z format discussed in class. Do not use any kind of resume 

template; instead, use a blank Word document. Your resume will 

likely fit on a single page; however, if you need to go onto a second 

page to fully capture your experience, that’s fine for now. Once 

your resume is complete, save it as a PDF file. (Note: For those 

applying to grad school, you may create a C.V. in lieu of a resume.) 

Upload the file to Carmen by class time and bring a printout to 

class for peer review on Tuesday, Oct. 20.  
 

Assignment 11: Following the guidelines we discussed in class, 

create a cover letter that responds to an entry-level job description 

that appeals to you. Do not use any kind of letter template; instead, 

use a blank Word document (single-spaced, 12-pt. Times New 

Roman). Your letter will likely fit on a single page; however, if you 

need to go onto a second page, that’s fine for now. Important note: 

As with the resume, creating a well-written and coherent cover 

letter takes time, thought and attention to detail. You will be using 

this cover letter (or versions of it) to secure internships/jobs in the 

future. Once your cover letter is revised and polished, save it as a 

PDF file. (Note: For those applying to grad school, you may create 

a personal statement in lieu of a resume.) Upload the file to Carmen 

no later than class time and bring a printout to class for peer 

review on Tuesday, Oct. 20.  

  

Week 9 

Tue., Oct. 20 & Thur. Oct. 22 – Peer Review, Job Posting Dissection 

                                                      & Mock Hiring Committee 
  

In class: We will break into pairs and go through one another’s 

resumes and cover letters line by line, correcting mistakes, asking 

questions and providing feedback as appropriate. We’ll engage 

with a presentation on where and how to find job and internship 

postings online and how to organize your 

search. We’ll also look at a variety of 

postings together so that you have a better 

sense of what employers are seeking and 

whether or not you should apply for 

certain positions. We’ll discuss the difference between required and 

desired qualifications and how to determine whether you meet 

these. We’ll then break into small groups to review and discuss 

several mock job applications.   
 

 

Assignment 12: Find at least five “15-20 Possibilities” 

(jobs/internships/grad school programs/overseas teaching or 

volunteer opportunities/etc.) of interest to you. Create a listing for 

each item in a Word document that includes the job title, school or 

organization name, a link to the online posting and a brief 

explanation (1-3 sentences) about why the opportunity interests you 

and why you’re qualified to apply. Upload this document to 

Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 26. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Growth and comfort do 

not coexist.”  

– Ginni Rometty,          

CEO, IBM                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“It’s not the strongest 

species that survive, nor 

the most intelligent, but 

the most responsive to 

change.” 

– Charles Darwin,        

Naturalist 
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Assignment 13: Revise your resume (or C.V.) in keeping with our 

best practices discussion and the feedback you received from your 

peer reviewer(s). Important note: Creating a well-written and 

coherent resume takes time, thought and attention to detail. You 

will be using this resume (or versions of it) to secure 

internships/jobs in the future, and I encourage you to put together 

the strongest document possible. Once your resume (or C.V.) is 

fully revised and polished, save it as a PDF file. Upload it to 

Carmen no later than class time on Tuesday, Oct. 27 and bring a 

printout to class. 

 

REMINDER: Don’t forget to watch out for a response from the 

person you emailed about an informational interview. If you 

receive a response, go ahead and schedule that interview and be 

prepared to share this information with me in class this week. If 

you haven’t received a response, let me know, and we’ll come up 

with an alternative option.  

 

Week 10 

Tuesday, Oct. 27 – The Search: Polish Your Online Presence,  

                                Interact with LinkedIn & Develop Narratives 
  

In class: We will begin with a discussion of the challenges 

involved in locating “15-20 Possibilities” of interest to you and also 

review together some of these postings. We’ll talk about the 

importance of maintaining a professional presence online and 

discuss LinkedIn. After that, we’ll participate in several small-

group exercises designed to help you create professional 

narratives/stories about your work histories, skills and interests to 

use online and during the interview process. During this time, you 

will begin crafting your “3D Bios.”    

 

Thursday, Oct. 29 – Insights from an Insider 
  

In class: Today we’ll benefit from the insights and experience of a 

guest speaker. Plan to take notes and ask engaged questions. In the 

past, after-class interactions with 

guest speakers have led to 

opportunities for students who 

took initiative.  
 

 

Assignment 14: Find the rest of your “15-20 Possibilities” 

assignment and upload the completed document to Carmen by 

11:59 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 2. 
 

Assignment 15: Revise your cover letter (or personal statement) in 

keeping with the feedback you received from your peer reviewer(s). 

Save it as a PDF file and upload it to Carmen by class time on 

Tuesday, Nov. 3 and bring a printout to class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“No one creates a 

perfect resume on their 

first try.”  

– Matthew T. Cross,        

The Resume Design Book: 

How to Write a Resume in 

College & Influence 

Employers to Hire You                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Your strategic, 

consistent and value-

driven communications 

used in a thoughtful 

way on LinkedIn can 

and will open doors.”  

– Deborah Shane,         

Small Business Trends 
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Week 11 

Tues., Nov. 3 & Thurs. Nov. 5 – The Search: Phone, Skype and         

                                                          In-person Interviews 
  

In class: Before we dive into “The Search” portion of today’s 

curriculum, we’ll engage in an Entrepreneurial Workshop to 

explore how others have created their own companies and 

brainstorm ideas of our own. Often the path to entrepreneurial 

ventures is experience working 

for others. With that in mind, 

we’ll move to a presentation on 

interviewing—the kinds of 

questions asked by potential 

employers, best practices for 

responding, and what candidates 

should and shouldn’t ask. We’ll 

also talk about practices for performing well during phone, Skype 

and in-person interviews. We’ll then engage in some interview 

role-play before concluding the week’s classes with a discussion of 

thank-you letters and other forms of post-interview follow up.   
 

 

Reading Assignment: Read a selection of readings on interviewing 

and work cultures available on Carmen. For the “Smart Answers to 

15 Common Interview Questions” article, click through at least two 

of the questions to read the “Answering” sections. Be prepared to 

complete a short quiz on this material at the beginning of class on 

Tuesday.      

Assignment 16: Write out your answers to 7 of the interview 

questions you were given in class. Note: These questions were 

designed for candidates applying for an entry-level administrative 

position in The Ohio State University Department of English. Your 

answers should include specific narratives/anecdotes (stories) that 

reveal to the reader who you are, your skills and experiences and 

what kind of employee you would be. Follow the “S.T.A.R.” 

method discussed in class and consider using the grid template for 

the assignment. Post the document containing your answers on 

Carmen no later than 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 9. 

 

Week 12 

Tues., Nov. 10 & Thurs. Nov. 12 – On the Job: Workplace Cultures 

 

In class: Students will complete a short quiz (Quiz 4) on the 

assigned readings. Then, we’ll draw on today’s readings as we 

examine the concept of a work culture and how to succeed in a 

variety of workplaces. In preparation for next week’s workshop, 

we’ll engage in possibility-mapping activities. We will discuss 

several of your responses to the assigned interview questions and 

how these answers could be strengthened. Next, we’ll engage in in-

person interview practice among peers. Additionally, we’ll discuss 

expectations for the out-of-class Peer Skype Sessions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I was always looking 

outside of myself for 

strength and confidence, 

but it comes from 

within. It is there all the 

time.”   

– Anna Freud, Physician                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Millennials are 

searching for       

purpose at work.” 

– Erika Fry, “How 

Corporate America is 

Trying to Innovate 

Workplace Culture,” 

Fortune Magazine 
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Week 13 

Tues., Nov. 17 & Thur. Nov. 19 – Odyssey Opportunities Workshop
  

In class: This week we’ll devote time to mapping out potential 

plans for the “Odyssey Years.” After a presentation and class 

discussion, you’ll work individually and in groups 

to brainstorm, conduct research and begin 

developing potential plans for yourself. Be sure to 

bring to class your journal/notebook and other notes 

from the course’s Odyssey Opportunities activities.  
 

 

Assignment 17: Write a one-page summary (single-

spaced, 12-pt. Times New Roman) about what you 

learned during your informational interview. Include the person’s 

career, current job, daily work responsibilities and work 

environment. Also, share how you feel about this job/career field 

after this conversation. Post your summary on Carmen by 11:59 

p.m. on Monday, Nov. 23.  
 

Assignment 18: Write a one-page recap of your visit to a Career 

Fair and/or participation in a career-related event (such as a 

Networking event) this term. What was the event? What was your 

experience like? Who did you talk to? What did you learn? What’s 

a next step you can take? Post your summary on Carmen by 11:59 

p.m. on Monday, November 25.  
 

Skype Preparation: Prepare for your Skype interview to be 

conducted during class time on Tuesday, Nov. 24 (or another time 

that week that works for you and your partner).  

 

 

 

 

 

Week 14 

Tuesday, Nov. 24 – We will not meet as a class today. Instead, you and 

a partner will conduct mock interviews for one another via Skype this 

week based on the guidelines detailed in class.  

 
 

Assignment 19: Write a one-page summary about your Skype interview. 

How was interviewing over Skype different from your in-person 

practice interview? Did your partner meet the expectations detailed in 

class? What was beneficial and challenging 

about this activity—from the side of the 

interviewer and from the side of the 

interviewee? What did you learn about 

yourself that can help prepare you for your 

graded in-person Mock Interview during finals 

week? Post your summary on Carmen by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 

30.      

 

Thursday, Nov. 26 – NO CLASS – Happy Thanksgiving! 

 

 

 

 

 

“I want to look back on 

my career and be proud 

of the work, and be 

proud that I tried 

everything.”  

– Jon Stewart, Comedian 

and Television Show Host                              

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

 

“I am always doing that 

which I cannot do,       

in order to learn        

how to do it.”  

– Pablo Picasso, Artist 
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Week 15 

Tuesday, Dec. 1 – On the Job: Advice From Area OSU Alums 
  

In class: We will hear from several OSU alums working in various 

sectors throughout the Columbus area. You will have an 

opportunity to ask questions to these individuals, and all students 

will be expected to participate in the conversation.  

 

Thursday, Dec. 3 – Mock Interview Preparation   
  

In class:  Today we will talk more about on-the-job situations and 

your final projects, which will consist of an hour-long mock 

interview. Students will complete end-of-course evaluations as 

well. 

 

Week 16 

Mon. Dec. 7 – Fri. Dec. 11 – Mock Interviews 
  

Final Project: Students will participate in their scheduled one-

hour mock interviews (Assignment 20) sometime this week. 

Priority time slots go to graduating seniors. After that, sign-ups will 

operate on a first-come, first-served basis. (As for attire, don’t buy 

anything new; “business casual” is fine. Just be sure not to wear 

gym clothes.) Students must upload a post-interview “thank you 

letter” (Assignment 21) to Carmen within 24 hours of 

completing the interview.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No Final Exam 

 

I wish you all the best at OSU and beyond, Jenny 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

“Think of your career as 

a series of experiences.”  

– Dan Schawbel, Forbes                              

 

 

 

 

──── 

 

 

“Practicing 

improvisation can 

polish your performance 

for the job interview.”  

– “Benefits of a Mock 

Interview,” Spark Hire 
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Arts and Sciences Distance Learning Course Component Technical Review 
Checklist 

 
Course: English 2150 
Instructor:Jenny Patton 
Summary: Career Preparation and Life Well-Being 
 

Standard - Course Technology Yes Yes with 
Revisions 

No Feedback/ 
Recomm. 

6.1 The tools used in the course support the learning 
objectives and competencies. 

X   • Office 365 
• Carmen 

 
6.2 Course tools promote learner engagement and active 
learning. 

X   • Carmen 
Discussion Board 

• Carmen Wiki 
• Zoom 

6.3 Technologies required in the course are readily 
obtainable. 

X   All are available for  

6.4 The course technologies are current. X   All are updated regularly.  
6.5 Links are provided to privacy policies for all external 
tools required in the course. 

X   No external tools are used. 

Standard - Learner Support     
7.1 The course instructions articulate or link to a clear 
description of the technical support offered and how to 
access it. 

 
X 

  Links to 8HELP are 
provided. 

7.2 Course instructions articulate or link to the institution’s 
accessibility policies and services. 

X   a 

7.3 Course instructions articulate or link to an explanation 
of how the institution’s academic support services and 
resources can help learners succeed in the course and 
how learners can obtain them. 

X   b 

7.4 Course instructions articulate or link to an explanation 
of how the institution’s student services and resources 
can help learners succeed and how learners can obtain 
them. 

X   c 

Standard – Accessibility and Usability     
8.1 Course navigation facilitates ease of use. X   Recommend using the 

Carmen Distance Learning 
“Master Course” template 
developed by ODEE and 
available in the Canvas 
Commons to provide 
student-users with a 
consistent user experience 
in terms of navigation and 
access to course content.  
 

8.2 Information is provided about the accessibility of all 
technologies required in the course. 

X   university accessibility 
policy is present.  

8.3 The course provides alternative means of access to 
course materials in formats that meet the needs of 
diverse learners. 

X   Statement is included with 
contact information on how 
to make accommodations. 
 

8.4 The course design facilitates readability X    
 

8.5 Course multimedia facilitate ease of use. X   All assignments and 
activities that use the 
Carmen LMS with 
embedded multimedia 
facilitates ease of use. All 
other multimedia 
resources facilitate ease of 
use by being available 
through a standard web 
browser 
 

 
Reviewer Information   

• Date reviewed: 6/5/20 



• Reviewed by: Ian Anderson 
 
 
 
 
Notes: This is ready to go!  
 
 
 
aThe following statement about disability services (recommended 16 point font): 
Students with disabilities (including mental health, chronic or temporary medical 
conditions) that have been certified by the Office of Student Life Disability Services will be 
appropriately accommodated and should inform the instructor as soon as possible of their 
needs. The Office of Student Life Disability Services is located in 098 Baker Hall, 113 W. 
12th Avenue; telephone 614- 292-3307, slds@osu.edu; slds.osu.edu.  
 
bAdd to the syllabus this link with an overview and contact information for the student 
academic services offered on the OSU main campus. 
http://advising.osu.edu/welcome.shtml 
 
cAdd to the syllabus this link with an overview and contact information for student services 
offered on the OSU main campus. http://ssc.osu.edu. Also, consider including this link in 
the “Other Course Policies” section of the syllabus. 
 

mailto:slds@osu.edu
http://slds.osu.edu/
http://advising.osu.edu/welcome.shtml
http://ssc.osu.edu/
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